
Staff Report 17-262
Approved Minutes

Meeting of the
AC TRANSIT RETIREM ENT BOARD

September 14, 2017

ROLL CALL

ChairJeffrey Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately 12:00 p.m

MembersPresent: Chair Jeffrey Lewis, Davis Riemer, Joyce Willis, Vice Chair Yvonne
Williams, Sue Lee

Absent at Roll Call: None
Members Absent: None

AlsoPresent: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Pavit Masson, Bertha Ng,
Retirement System Analyst; Chris Andrichak, Director of Management and Budget; Russell
Richeda, Legal Counsel; Graham Schmidt, Cheiron; Carolyn Smith, NEPC, Michael Hursh,
GeneraIManager, Denise Standridge, GeneralCounsel

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

CONSENT CALENDAR

A. Approval of Minutes for August 11, 2017

Chair Lewis stated that on page 5 there is a motion where someone has abstained, he said
we should note who abstained. Hugo said he would correct this. Chair Lewis also
mentioned that item R did not accurately reflect the discussion pertaining to the comments
Director Harper made at the July District Board meeting. The discussion revolved around
any actions the Retirement Board or Hugo should take. Hugo suggested that he make
changes to the Minutes and send them to Chair Lewis for his review before sending the
Minutes to the District.

MOTION: WILLIAMS/ROEMER to approve minutes subject to Chair Lewis' review of the
changes. (5-0-0-01

Aces: Members Lee, Riemer, Willis, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair Lewis --5
Noes: None
Abstain: None
Absent: None
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B. Approval of Financials forJuly 2017

APPROVED

C Approvalof Invoices for$445,309.79

APPROVED

D Approvalof Retirements for September/October 2017
1. 01adapo(Dapo) Agoro(September)
2. Dyron Dorsey (September)
3. Monica Fonteno (September)
4. Terencia(Teri) Antonio(October)
5. Alfred Raphael (October1
6. Princess Williams(October)

The board recognized Alfred Raphaelfor 31years and Princess Williams for 37 years

Member Lee raised a question about Teri Antonio's calculation. She said it was unusual
because Teri is retiring a couple of days after her 50th birthday, and thought that she should
be getting 17 years under AFSCME and 5 years under Non-Rep, but the calculation is
showing 22 years of service. Member Lee stated that the calculation of Ms. Antonio's
benefit does not seem right. Member Lee said we should only pay her for her
unrepresented service now and that she has to wait until she is 55 to receive her AFSCME
benefit. Hugo said that this is not correct and that Ms. Antonio is due her fullbenefit at age
50 and it is computed using two different unrepresented tables. He offered to walk the
Board through the Unrepresented Plan Amendments and that he thinks the only way they
make sense is to interpret them as allowing someone who transferred to unrepresented to
retire and start receiving their full benefit at age 50. He mentioned that this is how the
Plan has always been interpreted. Member Lee stated that just because it has been done a
certain way that does not mean it was correct or should be continued.

The Board discussed holding off on approving Ms. Antonio's retirement until counsel has
the opportunity to research the issue. Hugo was asked about this. He mentioned that Ms.
Antonio had decided to retire and if the benefit she is due is not computed as she has been
to[d she might decide not to retire on October 1.st. Hugo also mentioned that a]] Benefit
Statements are prepared in the manner he described earlier. After some additional
discussion the Board decided to not approve Ms. Antonio's retirement until this matter
could be resolved. Russ was requested to look into this matter and present additional
information to the Board.
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After some additionaldiscussion the Board agreed to the following

MOTION: RIEMER/LEE to modify prior motion to approve consent calendar and postpone
untilthe next board meeting the consideration of Teri's retirement untilwe reach clarity on
the issue. (4-0-1-0)

Ayes: Members Lee, Riemer, Willis, Vice Chair Williams --4
Noes: None
Abstain: Chair Lewis - I
Absent: None

REGULAR CALENDAR

E. 2017 Actuarial Valuation, Pensionable Pay, and Contribution - Hugo Wildmann, Graham
Schmidt

Hugo introduced the Actuarial Valuation discussion by pointing out how the District
contribution is estimated and the difference between what our actuary has historically used
for estimating pensionable pay and what we should use this year. Hugo explained that he
has been working with the Chris Andrichak in Finance on determining the correct figure to
use to estimate the District's pensionable payrollfor the 2017/18 fiscalyear.

When the District contribution of$51million was approved earlier in the year, it was based
on two components -- a fixed component of the unfunded liability and a variable
component based on an estimate of pensionable pay. Hugo pointed out that the difference
between the actuarial payroll the Cheiron uses and the estimated pensionable payroll has
been increasing. Using the correct figure will change the District contribution in the
actuarial valuation but it will not change the total the District will contribute during the
year. With the updated figures,, the result will be an increase in the contribution amount
from $51.7 million to$54 million. Graham and Hugo pointed out thatthis change does not
impact the amount that the District will contribute as the actual contribution is based on
the actual pensionable payroll; the difference is that the District will be aware of the total
estimated contribution at the current time

Graham also mentioned that the difference is in part attributable to the increase in
headcount, specifically with regard to employees hired during the first half of 2017 who
aren't included in Cheiron's estimate. The past 12 months, saw a lot of new entrants. Chris
says that this is due to increased hiring due to the service expansion. Chair Lewis wanted to
make sure that this wouldn't happen again in future years. Hugo mentioned that a system
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has been set up with Chris and Graham to ensure that that a process is in place that will
produce an accurate estimate of pensionable pay.

Claudia Allen expressed her desire to get estimates for the District contribution earlier in
the year. Hugo mentioned that he would work on this but the ability to arrive at figures
much earlier is limited because the Plan is on a calendar year and the District on a fiscal
year. Staff willwork with HR to speed up the data process so that Graham can receive the
data faster.

Chair Lewis mentioned that the District already knows lts hiring plans and what it will be
paying people for future years, so Chris can get that information from payrollfor budgeting
purposes. Chris stated that the couple million dollars difference in contribution is more
significant this year because of an overall tightening of the budgeting process and the
assumptions that go into it this year. The Board also discussed that the difference was a
result of the recent increase in District payrollas a result of the service expansion plan.

The Board discussed the report Graham had prepared and agreed to make some changes
pertaining to the new figures the Board discussed. The new contribution shown in the
report would be$54 million with a limited reference to the$51.7 million figure. Chair Lewis
requested that Graham replace "Board" with "Retirement Board" in the report.

MOTION: LEWIS/LEE to approve the presentation for the Joint Meeting and the figures for
Graham to prepare the valuation with a contribution of $54,012,362 and for Graham to
make the changes to the report discussed at the meeting.(5-0-0-01

Ayes: Members Lee, Riemer, Willis, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair Lewis --5
Noes: None
Abstain: None
Absent: None

Chair Lewis ca]]ed a recess at 1:24pm and the meeting reconvened at].:30pm

G District and Retirement Board Agreement -- Russ Richeda, Hugo Wildmann

Denise Standridge(District GeneralCounsel) came in for this part of this meeting. Russ gave
some background that this agreement has not been updated since 1996 and that this will
also be on the agenda for the Joint Meeting on October 4th. Russ mentioned that he
thought the agreement had served both the District and Retirement System well. The
changes being suggested were considered by Russ and Denise to be relatively minor.
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Chair Lewis asked Russ to explained Section 9, dealing with indemnification and Russ gave
an explanation.

Member Riemer asked what happens if a member of the Staff takes retirement money.
Russ said that we have a fidelity bond to cover malfeasance on the part of the Board, and
he will check to see if it covers staff. Member Riemer wanted to reiterate that as long as
the Board behaves responsibly it is free of liability with regard to investment losses.

Member Lee asked how money is handled and how there can be a segregation of duties
when there is only one Retirement Manager. Hugo responded that in order to move money
out of our bank, he and a District staff member, usually Ralph Martini(District Controller)
has to sign the authorization.

MOTION LEWIS/WILLIAMS to approve amended contract subject to the District's decision
ls-o-o-o).

F Budget Presentation to the District Board on 8/30/].7 Hugo Wildmann

Hugo mentioned that he had attended a District Board workshop last month where the IO-
year operating budget was presented. He thought the presentation given by Chris
Andrichak would be good for the Retirement Board to hear.

Chris went over the assumptions that were used in the 10 year budget. The assumptions
include the remainder of the service expansion planned for this year but no other service
increases or decreases. It also includes some minor Transbay service increases. Chair Lewis

clarified that besides those, no other services changes were built into the projection.

Chris mentioned that they did not assume any economic recession would take place and
mentioned that we are in year 7 of an economic expansion and that from a historical
standpoint it would be reasonable to expect a recession within the next 10 years.. The
projection assumes flat ridership, but we have actually seen decreasing ridership over the
last few years. There are no new revenue sources assumed in the projection. The Board
and Chris discussed the impact of UBER and Lyft on the District fare box.

Chris went to the graph on slide 5 and mentioned that our projections show deficits starting
next fiscal year through FY 2027. At the beginning of FY 2028, the projection is no longer
negative because of the reduction in the District's contribution to the retirement plan. The
projection does not account for any of the District's contribution to capital. They will be
included in the next iteration of the projection.
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Chair Lewis asked if the District has a reserve. The General Manager responded that they
have a smallreserve and are working on a plan for reserves.

Chris continued to go over the assumptions, mentioning that sales and property taxes are
Increasing, as well as contract services, which are services we perform for other agencies.
He stated that the Salesforce Transit Center will be opening in San Francisco in 2018 and
since we are a major tenant, we have to cover some operating costs that the terminalcan't
cover itself. However, the District is working with the Region to cover these costs and so in
the projection it is assumed that we do not have to pay any extra cost.

Chris then discussed potentialways to mitigate costs, starting with some potentialsources
of revenue such as new tax measures or asking funding agencies for assistance. He has
been discussing fare increases with the board for Transbay and also discussing bringing local
fare options with them.

1. Real Estate Review - Carolyn Smith

Carolyn stated that the Board has been thinking about increasing our realestate allocation
from 5% to 8%. At the last meeting, they reviewed two opportunities to do that, which we
will be hearing more about today. Carolyn started with Landmark, explaining that they go
out and buy realestate funds from other institutionalinvestors at a discount, resulting in a
broadly diversified portfolio. At the last Board meeting Carolyn briefly discussed AEW and
the Board decided they wanted to hear from them today.

Chair Lewis mentioned that AEW invests in non-core properties. Landmark differs in that
they are buying out investors who want to get liquidate the real estate funds they hold.
Carolyn mentioned that with Landmark, you own an interest in a number of funds. Member
Riemer pointed out that if we assume both aggregations of properties will have a return
similar to that of the market, then we willactually lose more with the diversified option due
to additionalfees. Carolyn confirms that this would be true if Landmark was not purchasing
funds at a discount. Hugo pointed out that to him a key factor is whether or not we believe
Landmark is to continue buying funds at a discount.

Chair Lewis also added that with AEW, our performance depends on how wellthey can do
the job of renovating and managing the properties and with Landmark, we are dependent
on assessing how good their investment partners are. Carolyn pointed out that another
element of Landmark's success is their diversification. Hugo mentioned the importance of
vintage year diversification and that Landmark purchases partnerships at different stages.

The discussion shifted to pages 7 and 8, and Carolyn and Hugo discussed the importance of
vintage year diversification. Chair Lewis pointed out the fact that for vintage year 2005,
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Landmark underperformed the market due to their broad exposure across overvalued
properties and that Landmark could be more susceptible to down markets

Member Riemer asked for clarification of the meaning of the vintage year and Carolyn
clarified by stating that the year is not related to the age of the property, but rather the
year the generalpartners actually made investments in the fund.

Hugo mentioned that we should also be sure to ask about the timing of when the fund is
going to close, so the board is aware of when they have to make decisions by.

Chair Lewis asked if both firms invest only in U.S. properties and Carolyn confirmed that is
the case. Chair Lewis referred to page 10 and mentioned that it might be a good idea to
invest overseas and believes we should ask them that question as well.

H. Investment Performance, Rebalancing and Asset Allocation
Smith

Hugo Wildmann, Carolyn

No discussion on this item took place

J Realestate Investment Presentation by Landmark

The Landmark presentation was done by Andrea Ferzoco, with James Sunday on the phone
The presentation and questions and answers took over 45 minutes.

Chair Lewis summarized Landmark's secondary strategy by stating that Landmark buys
interest in real estate partnerships from investors who want to sell. Andrea confirmed this
and added that there are very few buyers of limited partnership interests. She went over
the benefits of the secondary strategy, mentioning that they have broad diversifications and
very attractive returns with lower risk. They also have access to accelerated distributions
because they are acquiring the underlying funds 6-8 years into their life

James Sunday began his presentation and stated that another reason for the secondary
market being inefficient is that sellers are selling for non-economic reasons. He discussed
the example of the Harvard Endowment, which hired a new CEO, resulting in major
restructuring which involved a large reduction in their real estate allocation. Jamie

explained that these ingredients were idealfor Landmark and in this transaction, they were
able to secure a $1.6 billion, 75-fund portfolio at a 15% discount to current value. James
discussed another portfolio that Landmark acquired at a 20% discount.

Russ asked that if there are still bidders that the seller contacts even though it is an
inefficient market. Jamie responded that there are some brokers in the space, but in some
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cases the seller wants to limit media attention. The Board and Landmark discussed the

long-term strategy of purchasing assets at a discount as Landmark has done in the past.

Discussion went to slide 19, which provided an overview of Fund Vlland James highlighted
that it is indicative of what they are trying to achieve with Fund VIII. He said since there
are over 3,000 property interests, they are very safely diversified. The second aspect he
highlighted was how seasoned the portfolio with the weighted average vintage year being
2006. Since these investments are over 10 years old, such as a 95% leased apartment
building, they are not taking up-front risks and are providing liquidity to a seller that wants
to sell, which in turns allows Landmark to make cash distributions to investors quickly.

Chair Lewis asked about some differences between Funds VI and Vll, specifically about the
weighted average discount changing from 30% to 14% and the ratio between opportunistic
and value added investments increasing from 50:50 to 63:35. He asked Jamie if this meant
that more risk was necessary in order to generate the same amount of return. James
explained that when Fund VI started in 2010, realestate values as marked by fund sponsors
were very slow to get written down to true market value. As a result, the net asset values
were overvalued. Also in that timeframe, there was uncertainty and Landmark built in as
much cushion as possible

Chair Lewis pointed out that the pie charts seem inaccurate and Jamie explained that the
pie charts categories are based on what the fund was when it was formed, not based on the
risk profile of where they are when Landmark enters into it. He said if we were to redraw
the chart based on risk, it would be about 50% core. He gave an example of an apartment
development fund is formed in 2008 and considered opportunistic. Landmark is buying into
this fund 8 years later, when the portfolio is stabilized and there is more cash flow and
visibility.

Carolyn asked about the investment in Fund VIII. Andrea replied that they held the first
close in mid-December 2016, with rolling closes throughout the year and they are holding
an upcoming chose in October for about$1.5 - $]..6 billion. The target is$2 billion. The final
chose wi]] ]ike]y be in ear]y ]Q20].8.. Hugo mentioned a phone conversation where
Landmark had mentioned that if the Board gave a firm commitment by the October Board
meeting, we would surely be able to invest in the fund. Andrea re-stated that a firm
commitment and interest by mid-October would be fine.

Carolyn asked if they had starting making any of the investments and asked Andrea to talk
more about that. Andrea replied that they have invested 50% of the fund since the first
close last December across three transactions (including the Harvard Endowment Fund
transaction). Jamie said that they are invested in 80 different fund positions, including over
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1,000 different properties, and that they are highly diversified. The weighted average
vintage year is 2010.

Hugo asked a question about how Landmark would compare to other funds that were
started around the time of fund V. Jamie responded by saying that they were actually just
under the average for how the market did, which is not how their strategy is designed.
Member Riemer asked if they adjusted their strategy after Fund V and Jamie confirmed that
they did and the most important takeaway was that they want more mature funds.

Hugo asked what would happen to our money if the market changes in such a way that the
discounts drop to 7-8%. Jamie stated that the moneywould not be invested. He said they
would not invest anything unless they are coming up with better results than what we
would get if we bought properties using a direct strategy. If something happened and the
market became efficient, they would not invest the money. Chair Lewis wanted to clarify
whether they would sit on the cash or not callfor it. In that scenario, they would not callfor
capital

Member Riemer raised a concern about the large increases (roughly 25%) in the amounts
they have been raising for each fund and the sustainability of such growth. He stated that
Landmark is acting analogous to an active fund manager in the stock market in their
assertion that they can cherry pick funds that outperform the market and he is
uncomfortable. Andrea pointed out that Landmark is a passive investor; once they acquire
the funds, the original manager stillmanages the underlying asset.

Chair Lewis asked can you make the same level of profit now that you've grown so much
and investing so much more capital. Hugo mentioned that the nature of the investment
market is that it's constantly changing and strategies that worked in the past may no longer
work as more money moves into the investment strategy.

Jamie turned to slide 12 which shows that transaction volume across the industry has grown
significantly over the last eight years. He reassures the Board that he is comfortable with
the fund sizes because the market has grown accordingly.

Chair Lewis asked a question regarding who determines the reported value, as it referenced
on Slide 22 that the investment advisory fee after year 4 is 1% of reported value. He
specifically wanted to know if this is done by the GP or some outside partner and whether
or not we see that. Jamie responded that each real estate partner has a different
methodology and most hire an externalappraiser. Andrea says that their fees average out
to 55-65 basis points. Jamie mentions that the funds are, on average, 8 years old and so
they are liquidating quickly which lowers the net asset value remaining in the fund. This
results in a drop-off in fees in year 4.
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Member Lee is skepticalbecause she feels it is difficult to get good prices on realestate and
is unclear how Landmark can achieve a 15-20% discount in purchases. Her second concern
was about the realestate cycle and how it went down and came back up in 2005 and if the
same happens in 2017, we may see something similar to the negative 5% from 2005. Chair

Lewis clarified that they are not buying properties, but peoples' interests in partnerships
that are invested in multiple properties, who for some reason need to liquidate

Andrea replied that Landmark gets deeper discounts because there are only five buyers in
the real estate secondary market, which is about ten years behind the private equity
secondary market that has about forty buyers. Jamie added to that response by statingthat
they have been in business for a long time and have underwritten so many funds such that
they can use in-house resources to find and seize opportunistic returns with lower risks.

Hugo confirmed that November 14th might be too late and Andrea said they need a firm
indication by mid-October.

K. Real Estate Investment Presentation by AEW

The AEW presenters, Mark Davidson, Tony Kirks and Candice Hoeberichts, introduced
themselves.

This willbe AEW's eighth fund in the series. They are targeting 15-16% return for investors.
Mark gave an overview of AEW. He said they raise middle market funds of less than $1
billion in size because it gives them a competitive advantage

Mark stated that right now there is a lot of re-pricing going on and a lot of investors going
into markets they do not understand and they wind up having liquidity issues and try to sell
their interests. AEW helps recapitalize these investors and focuses on property types that
have a lot of growth that are not tied to an economic cycle. They mostly invest in industrial
deals as wellas senior housing and multi-family homes.

Member Riemer asked how they have adjusted their strategy for climate change and if they
consider the sustainability of the properties they are investing in. Mark responded that
senior housing and multi-family homes yield the best results when placed near
transportation. He stated that they are putting solar panels on roofs of their industrial
properties. AEW in generalis being more energy efficient and are renovating buildings to a
higher levelof sustainability.
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Tony went over some of the industrialproperties they will be investing in. Mark informed
the Board that the final close is February 2nd, 2018 and we can make it in if we give them
our decision by November 9.

Hugo asked if AEW does cross-collateralization and why this is advantageous to us. Mark
responded that they would only do this in industrialareas and most of the time, it was not
worth the risk. They only have 10% invested cross-collaterally.

Member Lee asked what happens in a scenario where there is a massive downturn and they
have no equity to pay back investors. Mark responded that they have capital reserves to
handle such events.

Russ asked how long Mark will be there and Mark said that since he is raising the fund, he

expects to be there for the life of the fund. The presentation and questions took a bit over
45 minutes.

L. Realestate Opportunities Next Step(sl Hugo Wildmann, Carolyn Smith

Hugo mentioned that in our Investment Policy it says that the Board has a desire to utilize
investment management firms that help the advancement of women and minorities.

Chair Lewis suggested that we go around the table everyone stating how they feel about
Landmark, AEW, and a new realestate investment. Vice Chair Williams liked that AEW was

successful, but she felt they were less transparent than Landmark and she would lean
towards hiring Landmark. Member Willis says she would like to vote for Landmark.
Member Lee says that she likes them both, but it seems AEW manages risk better. Member
Riemer likes AEW better because they dealt more directly with his questions and with risk in
general. Chair Lewis leaned towards Landmark because they have more diversification,
smoother cash flow, and varied vintage years. Chair Lewis pointed out that Landmark has a
very diverse staff and the rest of the Board agreed. He expressed concerns that the AEW
process is managed by one individual.

Carolyn mentioned that AEW has a policy where if you are working with someone or a
group of people and they leave for any reason, then there is no obligation for commitments
after that. Chair Lewis pointed out that the money already invested is irretrievable. Chair
Lewis asked Hugo for his thoughts. Hugo said he likes Landmark more as well because they
are buying at a 15% discount and it makes sense to him that they could achieve that.

Member Riemer added that he is not 100% on AEW and he is also happy with Landmark
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Chair Lewis asked if the Board wants to make a motion. Hugo said the motion should not
be to hire a frim, but to investigate further. Russ stated that we need to get clearance from
legal. Hugo said he had contacted Tom Hickey, who reviews legal documents for the Board,
and he is able to review our documents in the timeframe we need. He said Tom would do
his usualwork for his standard fee of $8,500.

MOTION: LEWIS/WILLIAMS to direct Staff to go to Landmark and get the legal documents
and bring them back to the next Board meeting, at which point the documents will be sent
to Tom Hickey. (5-0-0-01

M. Draft Joint Meeting Presentations Hugo Wildmann

Hugo moved onto the Joint Meeting presentations. We had already discussed Graham's
presentation. Hugo pointed out a few minor changes to the presentation Russ will make
The Board suggested a few other changes to the other presentations.

N. NEPC Work Plan for 2017 Hugo Wildmann, Carolyn Smith

The Board briefly reviewed the Work Plan for the remainder of the year

O. Calendarfor 2017 - Hugo Wildmann

P Plan Amendment Hugo Waldman, Russ Richeda

Q. Benefit Statements and Letter - Hugo Wildmann

Hugo informed the Board that we are on schedule to send out the benefit statements next
month.

R Department Workload and Staffing and District Staffing Hugo Wildmann

Hugo reported that the department is very busy as a lot is going on and the lack of
experienced staff is resulting in work taking longer than in the past. Albert being out is
increasing the work load to be shared among the current staff. Hugo also reported that he
decided Russ would personally come in once a week to discuss legal matters, instead of
having phone calls throughout the week. He thought this would help get work done more
efficiently .

Hugo also brought up that Teri is retiring at the end of the month and also that we just had
another employee leave the payroll area. Hugo mentioned that the knowledge Teri has
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would be extremely difficult to replace. He mentioned that we are going to need to start on
the 1099 process much earlier this year as a result of staffing changes.

Russ pointed out that transitionally, it will take more time before knowledge gaps are
resolved, and also that items he considers important, such as the plan restatement, wlllnot
get done within two months.

Chair Lewis asked if there will be a need for more staffing regardless of whether or not
Albert comes back and continues or not, because of the fact that the District is losing
knowledgeable, experienced people. Chair Lewis stated that we willdiscuss Albert first, but
that only addresses half of the issue

S Request by Albert Yam for Extension of Leave of Absence Hugo Wildmann, Russ Richeda

Hugo said the Board gave Albert a leave until today or tomorrow. In light of the fact that
Albert might stay on leave until October, November or later, Hugo would like to inform
Albert that he is not back within a certain number of days his leave will end. Hugo

mentioned that he liked Albert and wished a way existed to not recommend ending his
leave. Chair Lewis said that this would be favorable for Albert as well because he could re-
apply once his family medicalissues are resolved.

Russ stated that this is the District's and Hugo's decision and reiterated the gravity of the
staffing situation.

Chair Lewis stated that we should give Hugo some discretion in dealing with Albert and the
leave should be extended by about 10 days to allow Albert to return to work by.the endo of
the month.

MOTION: RIEMER/LEE to have Hugo give Albert about 10 days to return, and begin the
process of separating Albert from employment if he did not return, and for Hugo to
consulate with the Board Chair if needed. Hugo would work with the District on
communicating with Albert.(5-0-0-0)

T. Summary Plan Description(SPD) Hugo Wildmann, Russ Richeda

Vice Chair Williams wants to make sure that for ATU Local 192 it is clearly stated that the
SPD still applies. Hugo stated that we should either have a I0-15 minutes discussion on
this, or carry it over to the next meeting. The Board decided to discuss this item at the next
meeting
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The Board returned to the discussion of the retirement of Teri Antonio. Hugo
recommended setting up a SpeciaIMeeting to discuss this item so we did not have to wait
untilour October 4th meeting. After some scheduling discussion, it was decided that there
willbe a specialmeeting to discuss the calculation of Teri's retirement on September 26th at
3pm.

U. Brown Act and Posting of the Agenda -- Russ Richeda, Hugo Wildmann

This will be discussed in more detailnext month.

AB 1234 Training -- Russ Richeda, Hugo Wildmann

No update

W. Paratransit Employees in the Retirement Plan -- Hugo Wildmann

No update

X. Retirement System Manager Report:
i. CALAPRS Administrators Roundtable in Monterey(September 27-291

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to give Hugo approval to go to the CALAPRS

Administrators Institute in Monterey. (5-0-0-0)

ii. Emails from UNITE HERE Pertaining to Brookfield

Y. Closed Session

Z. Resume Open Session

Legal Counsel Richeda reported on Closed Session as follows:

The Board voted unanimously (5-0-0-0) to deny the Total and Permanent Disability
application of Linda Young

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to adjourn (5-0-0-0)

The meeting adjourned at 4:42p.m

Retirement Boardr
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